**Intercollegiate Charity.**

You were all saddened to read of the death of three St. Bonaventure football players. Tomorrow morning the 7:00 and 10:00 o'clock Masses will be offered for their souls--Charles Tong, Carl Collins and John Korsha.

You have always made it a point to remember your own generously--Art Tracy, Leonard Casassa, Bill Coogan, Dick and Joe Sullivan, Gerry DuVan, all the rest. Remember these men tomorrow. "We are one body in Christ," said St. Paul.

**For Bengal.**

Tomorrow, as on every third Sunday throughout the year, the collection at all the Masses will be given over to the Bengal missionaries. It costs you two-bits to get into a cheap show, more than that to see something worthwhile; fifteen cents for a malt; thirteen for your favorite smokes. Your stamp bill runs high, week after week, when you total the cost of special deliveries despatched to Suzzie, Myrtle and Liz. (Pardon us, is Two Time Tommy in the crowd this year?) Anyhow, throw something proportionate into the box tomorrow. If you figure fattening Betty Grable's salary is worth thirty-five or forty cents, what do you figure it's worth to "subsidize" some ex-Notre Dame men laboring now as Holy Cross Foreign Missionaries, spreading the knowledge of Christ among the ignorant Hindus, Moslems and primitive Garos who hide in the hills of northeast Bengal? ***FATHER PAUL SHEA, C.S.C., BACK FROM BENGAL FOR A FEW MONTHS TO RE- CUPERATE (AND FINANCE HIS MISSION IN MYMENSINGH) WILL TELL YOU ABOUT BENGAL AT ALL THE MASSES TOMORROW.

Incidentally Bill Regan of Morrissey and Paul Patten, same hall, are exclusive agents on a CHRISTMAS CARD campaign ("The Notre Dame Special") -- one-third of profits for Poor Ben Gall. 1000 cards have already been signed for by students. ORDER RIGHT NOW.

Father Frank Sullivan Publicly Thanks......

.....Johnnie Kelly, Bob Saggau, Milt Piepul, Winsten Ashley and Leo Shields who are acting as sponsors tomorrow for five Negro lads of St. Augustine's parish downtown. Bishop Noll is confirming them. For ten Catholic Youths: privilege and joy!

**Help Build The Orphans A Stage.**

Sister M. Carmelita Barrett, speaking for the children of the Catholic Orphanage in Nazareth, North Carolina, begs you to chip in a mite toward the reconstruction of the world's worst stage. The kids, bereft of the fun you've always had with your Mother & Dad, need plenty of recreation. Father O'Hara starts the fund off with $25. Make it $50.

Note To Outside Readers...........

Instead of the campus edition of Wednesday's and Thursday's Bulletin, you received 9,000 sample copies of the fifth edition of NO SMUT! with the compliments of the Notre Dame Student Commission for Recent Literature. They hope you will deem their pamphlet worthwhile enough to help you rid your respective communities of salacious magazines. As college men who have already been through "the period" that troubles their younger friends, as men who aspire to a clean cut life for the honor of Mary Immaculate, they consider it a true privilege to be in some way instrumental in steering American youth away from poisonous smut.

By the way, the Wednesday and Thursday Bulletins were the first two parts of a serial: "What You Need Is An Intellectual Showdown" -- and the subjects considered included: KIDNAPPING YOURSELF IN REGARD TO CONFESION, COMMUNION AND THE GIRL-FRIEND; WHY THINGS GOG DOWN IN COURTSHIP; WHO IS BEATING AROUND THE BUSH?; THE WRONG ATTITUDE ON BIRTH- CONTROL AND ON DELIBERATE VENIAL SIN; WHY IT IS WISE TO PREVENT A MIXED MARRIAGE. If you want parts I and II to this series, send us a self-addressed stamped envelope.

**Prayers:** (Very Ill) Joseph F. Mix, cousin of Fr. Carlisle; aunt of L. Mel; and of Rev. Francis.